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Kashmir is one of the most beautiful valleys surrounded by the enchanting Himalayan Mountains
with complex vibrant ecosystem. The appealing atmosphere and pleasant climate of this valley
makes it the most fascinating tourist destinations of India. This popular valley is known to be the
jewel crown of India.

The beauty of the mind blowing scenic lakes and its surrounding scenery adds glory and popularity
to Kashmir Tourism. Almost every year people from different parts of the world rush to relax in the
peaceful and tranquil atmosphere of the picturesque lakes that decorate the green valley give a
stunning look on the scenery capturing the attention of every nature lover.

Dal Lake

It is one of the most attractive lakes of Kashmir dotted with beautiful lotus, water lilies and chestnuts.
It is noted to be the second largest urban lake in the state and is an integral to tourism and
recreation in Kashmir. The Dal Lake which is also known by its nickname as the Srinagarâ€™s Jewel
has become an important source for commercial operations in fishing and water plant harvesting
and a striking prime tourist spot of the state. If you wish to experience the scenic view of the lake the
shoreline of the Mughal Garden on the houseboats which is a tourist attention grasping shikaaras
cruise you can enjoy the overall beauty and glory of the vast Dal Lake. Overnight stay in the
houseboat is a wonderful experience for life time. You will find the houseboat more than a hotel
there are front balcony where you relax and enjoy the spectacular panoramic view of the Lake. The
dining rooms, drawing room and three bed rooms with attach toilet gives a cozy unforgettable tour
stay in it.

Nagin Lake

It is a small picturesque and alluring Lake formed by interconnection of small water cannel is one of
the best sites for summer escape. The atmosphere is quite pleasant and the best icon site for
vacation relish. Here you can experience mesmerizing boat shopping where most of the boats
floating in this lake do the business by selling eateries, exquisite handicrafts and famous Pashmina
shawls. These things which are often sold are some of the eye catching items seek by most of the
tourist visitors. Ladakh Tourism also offers such mesmerizing tour cruises which should not be
missed out in Kashmir tour.

The places like Nehru valley and Sonmarg are also some of the tourist hunted fascinating sites with
interesting picturesque valleys on the heartland of Ladakh which is noted to be one of the superb
hot spot relishing holiday. The green gorgeous forest where the valley lies is an awesome sight
where people go for picnics and excursion with families and friends. Thus the place is crowded
almost every year by many family tourists. Trekking, hiking, golfing and pony ride is also one of the
amusing and enjoyable experiences you can ever do.

Thus Kashmir is often known to be the Jewel of the India for its unbeatable tourist fascinating
attractions offered by the state which has brought the name of tourism in India.
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